
Fidelio Program Notes 

 
A French story told in German, created in three acts and revised repeatedly until it was whittled down 

to two, crowned with four different overtures as the composer searched for just the right tone with 

which to begin the story, and scored for two of the archetypal dramatic soprano and tenor roles in 

the standard operatic repertory, Beethoven’s only opera caused him continuing heartbreak even as it 

left the operatic community bereft that this glorious piece was his single offering to the genre. 

Beethoven wrote to Georg Friedrich Treitschke, one of the librettists whose efforts added to the 

masterpiece, "I assure you, dear Treitschke, that this opera will win me a martyr's crown. You have by 

your co-operation saved what is best from the shipwreck.” Subtitled “Leonore, or The Triumph of 

Married Love,” Beethoven, who was baptized a Catholic but claimed no ecumenical fidelity later in 

his life, was said by conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler to have fashioned, “more of the Mass than of the 

Opera…the sentiments it expresses come from the sphere of the sacred, and preach a 'religion of 

humanity' which we never found so beautiful or necessary as we do today… Herein lies the singular 

power of this unique opera… Independent of any historical consideration...the flaming message of 

Fidelio touches deeply.” 

 

In a time of continuing political strife, this simple story of a love so strong that it risks everything to 

return love for love models purification, and invites communion.  

 
 

Fidelio Synopsis 

 
Act I 

Florestan, made a political prisoner for truth-telling against Don Pizarro, is held in a dungeon 

overseen by jailer Rocco. A youth calling himself Fidelio has asked Rocco for employment as errand 

boy, and Rocco’s daughter Marzelline has fallen for Fidelio’s gentle manner; with Rocco’s blessing, 

she has rejected her father’s assistant and suitor Jacquino in hopes of a future with Fidelio. Fidelio is 

distressed by this turn of events, as she is in reality Leonore, the wife of Florestan, traveling in 

disguise as a boy in an attempt to locate and recover her husband. Surmising that the prisoner 

Rocco mentions who is chained and starving deep in the vaults may be Florestan, she begs Rocco to 

let her see the prisoner, and he agrees, although in doing so he surpasses his authority.  

Pizarro learns that Minister Don Fernando is en route to inspect the prison, and orders Rocco to kill 

Florestan. When Rocco refuses, Pizarro tells him to dig a grave deep in the prison, and when it is 

finished Pizarro will kill Forestan himself. Overhearing these orders, Leonore offers prayers, and then 

renews her quest to obtain entry to the lower level of the prison. She follows Rocco into the dungeon.  

 

ACT II 

Florestan dreams of his wife. Rocco and Leonore arrive to dig the grave, and Florestan awakes. 

Leonore recognizes his voice. Leonore persuades Rocco to allow her to give Florestan water and 

bread, and begs Florestan to continue in hope. When Rocco signals to Pizarro that the grave is 

prepared, and Pizarro arrives to kill Florestan with his dagger, Leonore draws a pistol to prevent him. 

The trumpet call announces the arrival of Don Fernando, and Leonore and Florestan are reunited.  

Fernando delivers a new proclamation of peace, and Rocco presents Florestan to Fernando, who 

recognizes him as a dear friend. Told of Leonore’s heroic effort to save her husband from Pizarro’s 

wrath, Fernando has Pizarro chained, while Leonore removes the shackles from Florestan.  
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